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Hørsholm, 12 September 2011

URGENT FIELD SAFETY NOTICE CONCERNING THE XO 
OPERATION LAMP ON XO 4 UNIT

Unfortunately, there have been instances of the reflector becoming damaged and 
subsequently coming loose from the lamp. To prevent accidents, we have developed a 
safety foil that we would like you to affix to the back of the reflector as shown in the photo 
below. See also the attached instructions.

When you have attached the safety foil, please fill in and return the attached “Annex 1” to 
XO CARE A/S to document that this has been done.

You are welcome to contact your XO dealer / service technician or write to 
@xo-care.com or @xo-care.com should you have any questions.

The relevant authorities have been notified of this preventive action.

Best regards,

, CEO
XO CARE A/S
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Installation instructions
Installations of Safety Foil MG-979

The XO 4 must be turned off and the 
reflector must be cooled down before 
starting the installation.

1. Clean the central area of the 
reflectors rear side  with alcohol.
Wait for about a minute until the 
alcohol has evaporated.

2. Remove the centre portion of the 
protective paper.

3. Place the foil under the arc so 
that it is centred and the middle 
cut-out clears the lamp’s cooling 
vents.

4. Apply pressure to the foil where 
the protective paper has been 
removed.
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5. Pull back the one tab to partially 
remove the protective paper a 
little over halfway;  position the foil 
under the arc again and press it 
into place while removing the rest 
of the protective paper from the 
opposite side.

6. Do the same on the other side.

7. Finish by thoroughly rubbing the 
entire adhesive portion, so that 
the foil sits smoothly over the 
whole surface.

8. The installation is now complete.
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Annex 1

The undersigned hereby confirms mounting of the safety foil on the XO Operation Lamp.

Date: _______________________

Signature: _______________________

Filled in by DDS/technician

Serial number (XO 4)
Manufacturing date
Distributor

End-user (name)
Street address
City
Postcode
E-mail
Installed the foil on 
(date)

Kindly return the completed attachment within five workdays. 
You may either fax it or e-mail a scanned copy to:

FAX: +45 70 20 55 10

E-mail: safetyfoil@xo-care.com

XO CARE A/S
Håndværkersvinget 6
2970 Hørsholm


